About the Gifkins jig
THE JIG… Gifkins Dovetail manufactures the only Australian made jig for cutting through dovetail joints and finger joints. It is
a beautifully designed tool that delivers precise joints every time. The jig is designed for use on a table mounted router.
Unlike most jigs-no special fittings are required for your router-it works brilliantly with most routers in any table [providing the
table is flat]. You supply dressed [DAR], sanded and squared timber, two clamps-and you're ready to go!

No measuring! No fiddling! No fuss!
Choose from five templates across three timber thicknesses:





H10, a small dovetail template that cuts a delicate dovetail joint, using timbers 2.0mm to 10.0mm thick.
A10, a medium sized dovetail template, and F5, a medium sized finger joint template; both use timber from 5.0mm
to 13.0mm thick.
B10, a large dovetail template, and F15, a large finger joint template; both use timber from 14.0mm to 22.0mm thick.

JIG OPERATION…
How to cut a test joint: Prepare your timber to the required thickness. With the dovetail cutter secured in the router, line up the
dovetail side. Slide the stops up to the sides of timber and secure [see the above example]. Cut the profile, taking care to clean
out all the timber. Change to the straight router bit. Now turn the jig around. Leaving the stops in position—insert the panel for
the pin side. Make your first pass gently across the face of the timber to introduce the cutter to the wider space. Continue to
clean out the joint, inserting the router bit several times.
See our joint demonstration on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com Search = Gifkins

STANDARD TEMPLATE SPECIFICATIONS
Joint type
Template profile

Through dovetails

Finger joints

H10

A10

B10

Dovetail cutter

TGHD 12 ¼

TGAD 12 ¼

TGBD 16 ½

Straight cutter

F5

F15

TGHS 12 ¼

TGAS 12 ¼

TGBS 16 ½

TGF5

TGF15

Pin size

6

10

17

5

15

Pin spacing

18

20

38

10

30

Min thickness

2

5

14

5

14

Max thickness

10

13

22

13

22

Max width

290

310

310

310

310

THE STANDARD TEMPLATES…
H10 TEMPLATE
H10 dovetail template cuts a small dovetail suitable for small scale work,
delicate boxes, tray inserts and trays.
It suits timber from 2.0mm to 10mm thick.
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A10 TEMPLATE
A10 dovetail template cuts a medium sized dovetail and is our most popular
and versatile template.
Use thinner timber for delicate boxes and fine insert trays, through to
thicker timbers for box carcasses, drawers, file trays, larger boxes and small
joinery.
Timber range: 5.0mm to 13mm.

B10 TEMPLATE
B10 dovetail template profile produces a large dovetail joint which suits
large scale projects. For example large drawers, blanket boxes and small
furniture items.
Timber range: 14mm to 22mm.

F5 TEMPLATE
F5 finger joint template produces a decorative 5.0mm finger joint for small
to medium pieces. It adds versatility to look of boxes and insert trays. The
template can also be used to make small wooden hinges.
Timber range: 5.0mm to 13mm.

F15 TEMPLATE
F15 finger joint template produces a 15mm decorative joint for larger
pieces of work such as trays, blanket boxes, hive boxes and furniture-sized
pieces.
It is yet another profile to add to the versatility of the Gifkins Dovetail jig.
F15 suits timber thicknesses from 13mm to 22mm.

THE STANDARD PACKAGES…
BOX MAKER’S STARTER PACK $599 [Discounted price]
Want to make boxes but don’t where to start? The starter pack has
everything the enthusiast needs to cut perfect joints and go on to make
beautiful boxes. The pack contains:
[1] A Standard Solo jig package with one template of your choice; [2] the
Ultimate box maker’s cutter kit [with five box cutters], [3] one Bessey
Kliklamp, [4] a pair of clamp holders, and [5] a demonstration DVD.
For full details on all packages see SHOP—Standard packages.

STANDARD THE LOT PACKAGE $1185 [Discounted price]
The jig with all five templates plus cutters to suit. What a great value deal
this package is! For the woodworker that wants all the options, it includes
five templates—three for dovetailing and two for finger joints.
The Lot package includes two Bessey Kliklamps, a pair of clamp holders,
demonstration DVDs for dovetailing and finger jointing, and the variable
joint spacers [VJS].
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STANDARD PREMIUM PACKAGE $855 [Discounted price]
A jig with four templates plus cutters to suit. This package offers excellent
value to the woodworker wanting to expand their horizons. It includes four
of our five template profiles.
The recommended choice is the H10, A10, B10 and F5 templates. Consider
purchasing the Gifkins box makers’ router table. It is specially designed to
use with the Dovetail jig and Triton router.

STANDARD MASTERS PACKAGE $680 [Discounted price]
A jig with three templates plus cutters to suit. This package is recommended
for the more serious woodworker, offering increased options.
For dovetailing only, choose the A10, B10 and H10 templates. For small work
only, choose the A10, H10 and F5 templates. Consider adding an Ultimate or
Master cutter kit to complete your boxes to a high standard.

STANDARD DELUXE PACKAGE $505 [Discounted price]
A jig with two templates plus cutters to suit. The popular choice is the A10
and B10 templates. A good starting point for the more adventurous
woodworker, covering work on both a small and larger scale.
If you do only small work, choose the A10 and F5 templates for dovetail and
finger joints. Consider adding an Ultimate or Master cutter kit to complete
your boxes to a high standard.

STANDARD SOLO PACKAGE $335
Start with a Solo package …it contains the jig body, the template of your
choice, appropriate cutters and instruction manual. There are five standard
templates—three dovetail: H10, A10, B10, and two finger joint: F5 and F15.
You provide dressed and sanded timber and one or two clamps and you’re
ready to go!

STANDARD UPGRADE KITS $199
To add a template to your Solo package ...purchase a template upgrade
pack. No matter what jig package you choose, you can expand the
versatility of your jig by purchasing additional standard template
upgrades. Each upgrade includes the template of your choice, cutters and
a pair of backing boards.
We still manufacture templates for jigs made before March 2006. These
templates have five attachments points and screw into the jig body.

STANDARD JIG BODY $165
Consider having each template set up on its own jig body. You’ll then have all your templates set up, adjusted and
ready to go. A great time saver in a busy workshop! The extruded aluminium block [with two fixing points on base] is
fully assembled with two [2] stops, backing boards and shims—ready for your template!

Feel free to contact us...
we're happy to chat to you anytime about the Gifkins products. We can also take
your order over the phone.
Any questions or comments? Use the contact page on our website. See our jig
demonstration on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com Search = Gifkins
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